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ARTICLE I 
Applicable Law 
The Public Employees Fair Employment Act, the other provisions of the Civil Service Law 
and the local laws of the County of Lewis, hereinafter known as the employer, and r~des  and 
regulations of the Lewis County General Hospital, not inconsistent with said Act and the Civil 
Service Law, which govern the terms and provisions of the Agreement shall apply. 
ARTICLE I-A 
Management Rights 
Subject to the terms of the negotiated Agreement, the Union recognizes the exclusive right 
and authority of the Employer to administer the business of the Employer which is the 
management of the Lewis County General Hospital; the right to make reasonable rides and 
regulations; the direction of the working forces, including the right to promote, transfer, hire, 
layoff, assign, reassign, and the right to suspend or discharge; to determine the starting and 
quitting time and the number of hours to be worked; the right to determine the ability and 
qualifications of its employees; and the right to place, direct and control all operations; to establish 
change 01- introduce new or improved operational methods, standards or facilities; to subcontract 
and to discontinue services offacilities consistent with such considerations as efficiency, economy, 
quality and patient requirements, and with regard to the interest of affected employees; and to 
perform all management functions not specifically covered or limited by the negotiated agreement. 
ARTICLE I1 
Recognition/Definitions 
Section 1. The County of Lewis recognizes the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., 
Local 1000 ,  AFSCME, AFL - CIO, the recognized union, as the sole and exclusive representative 
for collective negotiations with respect to wages, salaries, hours and all other terms ofconditions of 
employment as governed by the Taylor Law for all job titles listed in Appendix A of the Lewis 
County General Hospital (See Appendix A - Salary Schedule) 
Section 2. That the County gives to the Association unchallenged representation status from 
January 1, 2 0 0 &  to December 3 1, 2 0 0 7 .  
Section 3. Dues Deduction. The Civil Service Employees Association, Inc. shall have exclusive 
rights to payroll deduction (check-ofT) of membei-ship dues; premiums for all forms of CSEA 
sponsored insurance; and such other voluntary deductions as mutually agreed to by the CSEA and 
the employer with this privilege accorded to no other employee organization or any other 
organization. 
The  employer agrees to malie separate deductions for membership dues and each insurance plan on 
a payroll period basis. The employer will provide an itemized alphabetical listing by bargaining 
unit showing: 
Employee's fidl name 
Social security number 
Dollar amounts deducted for membership dues 
Dollar amounts deducted for each separate CSEA sponsored insurance 
Home address 
Annual salary (for part-time employees, this will be an estimated salary) 
Job title 
Date of hire 
Work location 
The  employer agrees that deductions for membership dues and CSEA sponsored insurance 
premiums will become effective with the current payroll being prepared upon receipt of notification 
to the employer from CSEA. Deductions for membership dues and insurance premiums will 
remain in effect during the term of employment of the member unless written authorization is 
received fi-om the employee revoking membership and/or insiirance premiums. Kevocation of 
membership dues automatically revokes insiirance premiums. The  employer agrees to provide to 
CSEA, Inc. a copy of each revocation of membership dues and/or CSEA sponsored insurance plan 
deductions it receives. Revocation ofmembership dues by a bargaining unit employee will result in 
agency shop fees being deducted fi-om the bargaining unit employee. 
Section 4. Acencv Shop. The Civil Service Employees Association, Inc. having been 
recognized as the exclusive representative of employees within the bargaining unit represented by 
this agreement, shall have agency shop fee deductions made fi-om the wage or salary of employees 
ofsaid bargaining unit who are not members ofCSEA, in an amount equivalent to the membership 
dues levied by the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc. The  employer shall make a separate 
deduction for agency shop fees and remit the amount so deducted with an itemized alphabetical 
listing by bargaining unit showing: 
1 .  Agency shop fee payor's fill1 name 
2. Social security number 
3. Dollar amount deducted for agency shop fee 
4. Home address 
5. Annual salary (for part-time employees, this will be an estimated salary) 
6. Title 
'7. Date of hire 
8. Work location 
A check made payable to CSEA, Inc. covering the membership dues and agency shop fee 
deductions along with the listing will be forwarded by the employer at the close ofeach pay period 
to: 
Civil Service Employees Association, Inc. 
14s Washington Avenue 
Capitol Station Box 7 125 
Albany, N.Y. 12224 
Agency shop fee deductions will commence from the employee's first paycheck and continue until 
such time as CSEA notifies the employer to commence membership dues deductions. 
Section 5. The Lewis Coilnty General Hospital will provide a bulletin board for use by the 
CSEA. However, prior timely approval by the Administrator or his/her designee will be required. 
Section 6. The association agrees that it will not strike against the County nor assist or 
participate in any such strike, nor will it impose an obligation upon its members to conduct, assist, 
or participate in such a strike or job action. 
Section 7. In all cases in this contract where the Department Head is referred to, it is 
~lnderstood that the Administrator or his/her designee has the ultimate authority for the review 
and approval of the departmental activities. 
Section 8. For purposes of contract interpretation, the following shall apply: 
Full-time Employee: A regular filll-time employee is one who is sched~ded and works on a 
reg~dar  basis eighty (80) hours in a fourteen (14) day work period 
(eight and ten hour shifts) or seventy-two (72) hoilrs in a fourteen 
(14) day work period (twelve hour shifts). 
Part-time Employee: A regular part-time employee is one who is scheduled and works on 
a regular basis less than eighty (80) hours but at least forty (40) 
hours in a fourteen (14) day work period (eight and ten hour shifts) 
or thirty-six (36) hours in a fourteen (14) day work period (twelve 
hour shifts). 
Casual/Per Diem Those employees who are pre-scheduled to work on an as needed or 
Employee: short term basis 39 hours or less per pay period. All casual 
employees must work a minimum of ninety-six (96) hours per 
calendar year in order to maintain their employment status with the 
employer. 
a) Casual employees who work in a department that schedules 
weekend coverage may be req~lired to work at least (1) weekend 
per month 01- more often as needed. 
b) casual employees who work in a department that schedules 
holiday coverage may be required to work at least one (1) 
summer holiday (Memorial Day, J ~ d y  #I1, Labor Day) and one (1) 
winter holiday (Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year's). 
c) Casual employees who work in a department that has "on call" 
scheduling may be required to rotate on an "on call" roster. 
Section 9. Employees, full-time, part-time and casual, will be informed in writing of all benefits 
available to them at  the beginning of their employment, i.e., status, title, job description, salary, 
sick leave, vacation, health insurance, retirement, contract, etc. Employees will also be informed of 
their assigned shift and schedule. 
Section 10. Access to Members. The union and its designated agents shall have the sole and 
exclusive right to have access to members of the bargaining unit during working hours to 
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administer this agreement and to explain Civil Service Employee Association, Inc. sponsored 
benefits and programs. The  CSEA will either give 24-hour advance notice to the Employer or 
make other advance arrangements with the Employer for access during working hours. The union 
agrees to inalie arrangements suitable to the employer to limit interference with normal work 
duties. 
The employer agrees that no other representative or organization offering benefits or programs 
similar to those offered or sponsored by CSEA shall be provided access to bargaining unit 
employees. The employer further agrees that it will not permit any other organization or union to 
hold meetings during work hours for the purpose of discussing terms and conditions of 
employment, or be provided meeting space, on property or premises owned or occupied by the 
Employer. 
Section 11.  The Employer agrees that upon making arrangements with the appropriate 
department manager, officers or stewards of the union shall be allowed to perform the following 
union fimctions during work hours: 
1. Investigate and process grievances 
2. Post union notices 
3. Transmit communications to the Employer 
4. Consult with the Employer concerning the enforcement of this agreement 
5.  Attend meetings with the Employer's representatives 
The union agrees that it will not conduct other union activities without making arrangements with 
the Employer. 
Section 1% Definitions: a) When the word "IIospital" is used n this Agreement, unless otherwise 
specified, it shall mean the Hospital, the Residential Health Care Facility, all outlying 
clinics/ofices and all other Hospital buildings and operations. b) The  word "Employer" as used in 
this Agreement shall mean the Hospital, which is a department of the County of Lewis. 
ARTICLE 111 SENIORITY 
Section 1. Definition: 
Hospital seniority is defined as the continuous length of service of an employee since the 
employee's last date of hire with the hospital. 
Classification seniority is defined as the continuous length ofservice ofany employee since 
the employee's last date of employment in a particular classification (or job title). 
Section 2. Acquisition/Accrual: 
A. An employee's seniority shall commence after the completion of the probationary 
period and shall be retroactive to the employee's last employment date. 
B. All employees shall accrue one year's seniority for each paid 2080 regular hours. 
C. Seniority shall not accrue during: 
I.  Leave of absence 
e. Lay-offs 
In the event that two (2) or more employees are hired or appointed on the same day, 
relative seniority shall be cast by lot at the time of their hire. 
Section 3. Loss: An employee's seniority shall be lost when the employee: 
A. Resigns voluntarily 
B. Is discharged 
C. Overstays a leave of absence, vacation, or recall notice except in an identified 
emergency. 
Section 4. Application: Seniority shall apply to: 
A. Lay-off and recall 
B. Promotion (classification seniority if applicable) 
Section 5. Lav-off - Recalls: 
A. Lay-Off In the event of a lay-off in the bargaining unit, the Employer shall 
identify the positions to be vacated by lay-off or reduced fi-om full-time status to 
part-time status within each classification and unit. Lay-off/Recall rights of unit 
employees in the competitive class are those as outlined under New York State Civil 
Service Law. 
In so doing, probationary, casual/per diem and part-time employees within each 
classification and unit on the shift in question, shall be laid off without exception 
before any non-probationary employee within each classification and unit on the 
same shift, will be designated for lay-off. 
The  Employer will give an employee at least ten (10) calendar days (excluding 
weekends and holidays) notice oflayoE The Employer shall notify the Association 
President of the layoff the same day that it notifies the employee in writing and 
shall provide the Association President with a then current seniority list. 
As used in this Article, the following definition shall apply: 
UNIT - A  recognized work area such as: 
- Activities - Laboratory 
- Admissions/Communications - Materials Management 




- Emergency Department 
- Environmental Services 
- Finance 
- Health Information 
- ICU 
- Information Systems 
- MedicaUSurgical 
- Nursing Home 
- OBS 
- Occupational Medicine 
- Patient Accounts 
- Plant Maintenance 
- Radiology 
- Rehabilitation 
- Social Services 
- Surgical Services 
B. Affected Employee -An employee in a position designated hy the Employer for 
lay-off or reduction in work hours or a person bumped pursuant to this section, can 
elect to be laid off, or exercise one of the following options provided the employee 
possesses the qualifications to independently perform the duties of the position as 
determined by the Chief Nursing Officer or designated Administrator. 
1.  Apply for an existing vacant position. 
2. Bump the least senior employee in his/her classification and unit. 
s. Bump the least senior employee in bargaining unit within affected employees' 
classification. 
4. Buinp the least senior employee in bargaining unit outside employees' 
classification for which employee has classification seniority rights. 
5. Buinp any probationary or casual in the bargaining unit. 
If an affected employee is qualified to independently perform the duties of the 
position as determined by the Chief Nursing Oficer or designated Administrator 
and that employee elects "1" above, then that employee will be provided with the 
required orientation for the position. In the event that employee elects options "2", 
"s", "4", or "5", then that employee will be provided a familiarization period up to 
three (3) weeks. 
C. Recall 
1. No nonemployee will be hired in the bargaining unit within the classification of 
the affected employee until the work has been offered to laid-off employees who 
have the ability and qualifications to perform the work. 
2. Employees shall remain on the recall list for one (1) year from the date of lay- 
off. 
5. Any employee reduced from fidl-time to part-time pursuant to this section shall 
maintain their health care contribution levels for one year. 
4. Recall shall be in the inverse order for layoff within each classification, however, 
if a position is available and the employee is offered that position, by certified 
mail, the employee must make a decision within i days and return at a date 
designated by the Employer. If the employee fails to return, he/she forfeits 
his/her rights on the recall list. Recall retention for those covered by Civil 
Service Law shall be as provided in the statute. 
5. The  Human Resources Office shall prepare a hospital and classification seniority 
list twice a year (on January 30 and June 30) and fill-nish a copy to the Unit 
President. The  Union shall have a two (2) week period to challenge the list. If 
no challenges are made, the list shall become final two (2) weeks after 
submission to the Unit President. In the event a challenge is made, the Facility 
and the Union will use their best efforts to resolve the issue. 
D. Low Need Dav - Nursing. Emplovees When a decrease in staffing requirements 
results in a temporary lack of work, nursing employees (defined as any employee 
working in the following units: Adidt Day Health Care, Cardiopulmonary, Clinics, 
Emergency Department, ICU, Medical/Surgical, Nursing Home, OBS, or Surgical 
Services) may be assigned time off prior to or at the beginning of the shift according 
to the procedure listed below: 
The  time off will be offered to the employees within each classification and unit and 
shift in the following order: 
1 .  Employees who have indicated at least twenty-four (24) hours prior to thestart 
of their shift that they would like benefit time off if possible. If more than one 
employee has requested time off, time will be decided on a first request basis. 
2. Volunteers. Time off will be offered in descending order of seniority on each 
occasion until the individual has accepted an- opportunity. 
If there are no reassignment options 01- volunteers, mandatory time off will be 
assigned to the least senior employee scheduled within each classification and unit 
for the shift where staff is to be reduced in the following order; casual, probationary, 
part-time, fidl-time. Employees affected by low need shall not be reqirired to be on 
call. If reasonably possible, fidl and part-time employees will be notified sixty (60) 
minutes prior to the start of the shift impacted by the low need designation. 
Notification shall be considered complete when the Employer contacts 01- 
documents an attempt to contact the employee. 
An employee involved in low need days may opt to take time off without pay 01- may 
use benefit time. Use of low need days without pay will be deemed as time worked 
for purposed of accrual of benefits and seniority. 
It is the intent of the unit specific low need language to adjust stafing while 
maintaining appropriate skill mix. There is no intention to disadvantage a more 
senior nurse who is regularly floated or scheduled to another unit, while a least 
senior nurse is not affected. 
E. Low Need Day - Non-Nursin~ Emplovees 
The parties have agreed to include the following language in the agreement on a 
"pilot" basis, i.e., the language will expire at the end of the term of this agreement, 
unless there is a mutual agreement to renew for additional years. In the event the 
parties do not renew this pilot and it  expires, the parties agree that the layoff notice 
requirement of ten (lo) calendar days (excluding weekends and holidays) shall no 
longer apply to non-nursing employees unless the layoff is determined to be 
permanent. 
The language is as follows: 
When a decrease in staff~ng requirements resdts in a temporary lack of work, non- 
n~lrsing employees may be assigned time off prior to or a t  the beginning of the shift 
according to the procedure listed below: 
The time off will be offered to the employees within each classification and unit and 
shift in the following order: 
1. Employees who have indicated at  least twenty-four (24) hours prior to the start 
of their shift that they would like benefit time off if possible. If more than one 
employee has requested time off, time will be decided on a first request basis. 
2. Volunteers. Time off will be offered in descending order of seniority on each 
occasion until the individual has accepted an opportunity. 
If there are no reassignment options, non-competitive and labor class employees' 
mandatory time off will be assigned on a rotating basis beginning with the least 
senior employee scheduled within each classification and unit for the shift where 
staff is to be reduced in the following order; casual, probationary, part-time, full- 
time. Employees affected by low need shall not be required to be on call. In 
addition, when mandatory time off is required in the classification and unit, casual 
employees will be first selected, then part-time employees and then filll-time 
'employees. A full-time employee cannot be impacted by a mandatory low needs day 
designation more than two (2) working days in a calendar year. If reasonably 
possible, fill and part-time employees will be notified sixty (60) minutes prior to the 
start of the shift impacted by the low need designation. Notification shall be . 
considered complete when the Employer contacts 01- documents an attempt to 
contact the employee. 
An employee involved in low need days may opt to take time off without pay or may 
use benefit time. Use of low need days without pay will be deemed as time worked 
for purposes of accrual ofbenefits and seniority. 
Section 6. Vacancy: 
A. Whenever a job vacancy in a fidl-time 01- part-time position covered by this 
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agreement occurs and it is contemplated that such vacancy will be filled, a notice of 
s ~ ~ c h  opening shall be posted for 10 calendar days on the C.S.E.A. bidletin board and 
forwarded to the CSEA Unit and Local Presidents. The  notice will indicate the 
title, minimum qualifications, pay and location. In addition, in the case ofvacancies 
in fidl-time positions, the shift, days and hours associated with the position shall 
also be posted. The Facility will make its best effort to utilize "fixed" shifts; 
however, some positions may be posted as "floating", not "fixed" shifts. 
B. During the positing period all employees who wish to apply for the open position 
may do so. The application shall be in writing, and it shall be submitted to the 
Human Resources ofice. 
C. A vacancy will be filled based on qualification for the job, ability and competence to 
do the work, training, and work/attendance record. If the above factors are equal, 
in the opinion of management, then seniority shall apply. 
D. Successfid bidders on jobs will have an orientation period of up to 3 0  days. At any 
time during this 30-day period, the employee may be disqualified for lack of 
qualifications and ability. 
E. In emergency staffing situations, a position may be filled on a temporary basis 
during the posting and hiring period, as defined by contract. 
ARTICLE IV TENURE - DISCHARGE AND DISCIPLINE 
Section 1. Removal or Disciplinarv Action 
Removal or disciplinary action shall be in accordance with Section 75 ofthe Civil Service Law and 
shall apply only to persons holding a position by permanent appointment in the competitive class 
of the classified Civil Service section of the County of Lewis. 
A person against whom removal or disciplinary action is proposed shall have written notice thereof 
and of the reasons therefore, shall be furnished a copy of the charges preferred against him/her and 
shall be allowed at least eight days for answering the same in writing. The hearing upon such 
charge shall be held by the officer 01- body having the power to remove the person against whom 
such charges are preferred, or by a deputy, or other employee of such officer 01- body designated in 
writing for that purpose. In case a deputy or other employee is so designated, he/she shall, for the 
purpose of such hearing, be vested with all the powers of such officer or body and shall make a 
record of such hearing which shall, with hidher recommendations, be referred to such officer 01- 
body for review and decision. The person or persons holding such hearing shall upon the request 
of the person against whom charges are preferred, permit him/her to be represented by counsel, 
and shall allow him/her to summon witnesses in hidher  behalf. The burden of proving 
incompetency or misconduct shall be upon the person alleging the same. Compliance with 
technical rules of evidence shall not be required. 
Other subdivisions of Section 75 of the Civil Service Law shall also apply. 
Section 2. Dischawe and Discipline 
A. Dischar~e.  - Discipline or Other Penalty: 
The  hospital shall have the right to discharge or to otherwise discipline an 
employee for jus t cause. 
B. Procedures: 
1. Within five (5) work days after the discipline of an employee covered by this 
agreement (or sooner ifpractical), the hospital will provide the disciplined 
employee and local president, with a written statement of the reason for 
which the discipline was imposed. Any disciplinary action or measure 
imposed upon an employee may be processed as a grievance through the 
regular grievance procedure (including the arbitration step if necessary). If 
such an employee is covered by Section 75 of the Civil Service Law, it may 
be processed either by the grievance and arbitration procedure or by a 
hearing as provided by said section of Civil Service Law, as such employee 
may elect. The  election of either procedure precludes the use of the other. 
2. Such employee must indicate in writing to the Department Head within five 
(5) work days of notification that disciplinary action is being imposed, then 
he/she elects either to exercise hidher  rights under the grievance, and 
arbitration procedure or the rights provided by Section 75. Failure to 
exercise such option as provided will automatically foreclose use of the 
grievance and arbitration procedure. 
3. Miscellaneous: 
A. Notwithstanding section 2. B.1. above, employees who believe they 
have been disciplined too severely or without good cause are entitled 
to utilize the grievance procedure oirtlined in Article V of this CSEA 
contract, which shall preclude the use of the Civil Service Law 
Section '75 procedure. 
B. A period of one year during which an employee experiences no 
disciplinary problems will nullify any previous violations or incidents 
for purposes of implementing the disciplinary procedures contained in 
this policy. 
ARTICLE V GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
Section 1. Declaration of Policv 
In order to establish a more harmonioils and cooperative relationship between the Employer and 
its public employees, it is hereby declared that the purpose of this resolution is to pro&le-for the 
settlement of certain difyerences between the employees and the Employer through procedures 
under which employees may present grievances, free fi-om coercion, interference, restraint, 
discrimination, or reprisal. 
Section 2. Definitions As used herein; the following terms shall have the following meanings: 
A. "Public employee" or "employee" shall mean any person employed and compensated 
by the Employer. 
B. "Department Head" shall mean an individual who has been given the responsibility 
to administer and supervise a departmental cmit, i.e., nursing service, food service, 
business office, etc. 
C. "Supervisor" shall mean any person, regardless of title who is assigned to exercise 
any level of supervisory responsibility over public employees. 
D. "Immediate Supervisor" shall mean the employee or officer on the next higher level 
of a~~ thor i ty  above the employee in the department wherein the grievance exists and 
who normally assigns and supervises the employee's work and approves his work 
performance. 
E. "Grievance" shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation or inequitable 
application of the existing contract. 
F. Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays shall be excluded in computing the number 
of days within which action must be taken or notice given ~ ~ n d e r  the terms of this 
article. 
Section 3. 
A. Every public employee shall have the right to present his grievances to his/her 
employer in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement free fi-om 
interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal, and the grievance 
procedure established under this resolution shall provide the right to be represented 
by a Union Representative at any or all stages thereof if the employee so chooses. 
B. It  shall be a fimdamental responsibility ofsupervisors at all levels, commensurate 
with the authority delegated to them by their superiors, promptly to consider and 
take appropriate action upon grievances presented to them by employees under 
their supervision. 
C. It shall be the responsibility of the head of each department/unit to take s ~ ~ c h  steps 
as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions of this Agreement. 
D. The informal resolution ofdifferences prior to initiation ofaction under the formal 
grievance procedure is to be encouraged. 
Section 4. Grievances and procedural requirements 
Stage I - Initial Presentation 
Step 1.  An employee who claims to have a grievance shall present hidher 
grievance to hidher  immediate supervisor, department manager or 
charge nurse in writing within seven days after knowledge ofevents 
and circumstances constituting the grievance. 
Step 2. The immediate supervisor, department manager 01- charge nurse 
shall discuss the grievance with the employee, shall make such 
investigation as he/she deems appropriate and shall consult with 
his/her superiors to such extent as he/she deems appropriate, all on 
an informal basis. 
Step 3. Within three days after presentation of the grievance to him/her, 
the immediate supervisor, department manager or charge nurse 
shall make a decision and communicate the same in writing to the 
employees presenting the grievance, and to the employee's Union 
representative, if any. 
Stage I1 - Second Stage 
Step 1. If an employee presenting a grievance is not satisfied with the 
decision made by his/her immediate supervisor, department 
manager or charge nurse, he/she may, within five days thereafter, 
request a review and determination of his/her grievance by the 
Administrative Team Leader. Such request shall be in writing 
utilizing the prepared CSEA standard form and shall contain the 
name and position of the aggrieved person, events or conditions, 
including dates if appropriate, constituting the grievance, 
identification of the contract provisions involved, identity of the 
responsible parties and a general statement of the nature of the 
grievance and the redress sought. A copy of such request must be 
forwarded to the Human Resources Department at the time of 
requesting a review under this section. 
Step 2. The Administrative Team Leader or his/her nominee may, and at 
the request of the employee, will ho1d.a hearing within five days 
after receiving the written request and statement fiom the employee. 
The  employee and hidher Union representative, if any, may appear 
at the hearing and present oral statements or arguments. 
Step 3. Within five days after the close of the hearing u r  within eight days 
after the grievance has been submitted to him/her if there is no 
hearing, the Administrative Team Leader or h idher  designee shall 
make his/her decision and communicate the same in writing to the 
employee presenting the grievance and to the employee's Union 
representative, if any. 
Stage 111 - Third Stage. 
If the Administrative Team Leader or hidher designee's answer is unsatisfactory to 
the employee, the employee may, within ten days of receipt make a written r e q ~ ~ e s t  
for a hearing with the Chief Executive Officer. The Chief Executive Officer shall 
convene a hearing ten days fi-om the date of notification by the employee. The 
Chief Executive Officer shall render a decision within three days of the hearing. 
Failing a satisfactory resolution to the grievance, the employee shall have the right 
to proceed to Stage IV of the grievance procedure. 
Stage IV - Arbitration 
A. Should the Chief Executive Officer's decision not be acceptable to the employee, the 
CSEA, Inc. shall have the right, within thirty (30) days of receipt of the decision, to 
proceed to binding arbitration as conducted by the Public Employees Relations 
board. The cost of the proceeding shall be jointly shared by the Employer and 
C.S.E.A., Inc. 
The Arbitrator shall not have jurisdiction or authority to add to, modify, detract 
fi-om, or alter in any way the provisions of the agreement or any amendment or 
supplement thereto. 
The Decision and Award of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding on all parties. 
Waiver or Extension of Time; Time for Discussions and Hearings 
1. The time limitation for presentation and resolution of grievances as herein 
above fixed, may be waived or extended by mutual written agreement of the 
parties involved. 
2. All discussions and hearings between an employee, his/her immediate 
supervisor and Department Head shall, so far as practical, be conducted 
during regular working hours. 
ARTICLE VI VACATION 
Section I .  Fd- t ime and part-time employees shall earn ,0460 (approximately one day per 
month) of an hour for each regular hour worked and/or paid benefit hour during their first 10,400 
hours (5 years). 
Section 2. Full-time and part-time employees shall earn .0575 (approximately 1-I /+  days pel- 
month) ofan hour for each regular hour worked and/or paid benefit ho~ i r  during their next 10,400 
hours ( 5  years). 
Section S. F~ll- t ime and part-time employees shall earn .O767 (approximately I-2/3 days per 
month) of an hour for each regdar  hour worked and/or paid benefit hour upon acc~imulation of 
20,800 hours (10 years). 
Section 4. Full-time and part-time employees will be allowed to accumdate 200 hours of 
vacation. 
Section 5. Upon termination of an employee, either by resignation or retirement, and only 
when there is proper notification (a minimum of two (2) weeks), any unused vacation credits are to 
be compensated at the employee's regular rate of pay. 
Section 6. Optional methods of using vacation hours: May be used in a lump sum of the total 
hours earned as of the beginning date of vacation, or in any combination of hours (minimum of 1 
hour) as the employee chooses, upon the approval of the head of the department. 
Section 7. Requests for vacation must be submitted to the Department Head within a 
reasonable time to provide scheduling or by past practice of the department involved. 
Section 8. Legal Holidays are not chargeable against vacation credit. 
Section 9. An employee must have worked a minimum of 1040 hours (approximately six (6) 
months) for the hospital before being permitted to use vacation time. 
Section 10. Vacation days may not be converted to paid sick leave once vacation period has 
begun. 
Section I I .  Paid sick leave may not be used in place of scheduled holiday time OK 
Section 12. Vacation time may be paid in lieu of being used as time off fi-om duty by mutual 
agreement of the employer and the employee. 
ARTICLE VII HOLIDAYS 
Section I .  F~ll- t ime employees who in the judgment of the Department Head can be spared 
without interfering with the operation of the department will be allowed time off with pay to  
observe the following holidays: 
A. New Year's Day E. Labor Day 
B. Martin Luther King's Birthday F. Thanksgiving Day 
C. Memorial Day G. Christmas Day 
D. Independence Day 
Section 2. Employees required to work on a holiday will be paid double time their normal rate. 
Section 3. Holidays which fall on Sunday will be observed on the following Monday. If a 
holiday falls on Saturday, the employee will be granted an additional day off with pay. Whenever 
possible and at the convenience of the department this will be the preceding Friday. 
Section 4.  If a holiday occws d ~ ~ r i n g  a vacation period, it will be considered as a holiday and 
not as vacation time. 
Section 5. If a holiday occurs on a sched~led ay off, the employee will be granted an additional 
day off with pay. If such day off with pay cannot be scheduled within thirty (30) days after it is 
earned, the employee will be paid for the day in lieu of a day off fi-om work. 
Section 6. T o  qualify for holiday pay, an employee must work hidher regularly scheduled shift 
immediately preceding and succeeding a holiday, unless absent as a r e s~d t  of accident, bona fide 
illness, death in the immediate family, or other valid reasons, specifically approved by the 
Administrator. 
Section 7. Paid sick leave may not be used in place of scheduled time off 
ARTICLE VIII PERSONAL LEAVE DAYS 
Section 1 .  All fdl-time employees will earn 3-1/3 hours for each calendar month worked 
or when fringe benefit time is accrued. 
Section 2. No other reason than "Personal" need be given when requesting personal leave. 
Section 3. Except in emergency situations, at least 24 hours advance notification must be given 
when requesting personal leave. 
Section 4. Must receive approval from Department Head or hidher  designee. 
Section 5. No more than two personal leave days may be taken from October 1st to December 
3 1st of a calendar year. 
Section 6. Total personal leave is not to exceed 40 hours in any one calendar year. 
Section 7. Only 40 hours of personal leave may be carried from one calendar year to the 
successive year. 
Section 8.  Upon termination of an employee by voluntary resignation or retirement (minimum 
two ( 2 )  weeks advance notice), any unused personal leave credits are to be compensated at the 
employee's reg~llar ate of pay. 
Section 9. An employee must have worked a minimum of 1040 hours (approximately six (6) 
months) for the facility before being permitted to use Personal Leave Days. 
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ARTICLE IX FUNERAL LEAVE 
Section 1. Fill-time and part-time employees may be granted up to a total of three (3) days off 
per instance ofdeath in the immediate family. Normally, the three (3) days immediately following 
the death will be granted off. In instances where funeral activities are scheduled to take place at a 
later date, use of one or more of these days may be deferred. Pay will be given for those of the 
three (3) days that the employee had been scheduled to work. The immediate family shall include 
grandparents, grandchildren, brother, sister, spouse or life partner/significant other, child, 
parent/guardian, aild in-laws (brother, sister, son, daughter, mother, father, and grandparents), and 
stepbrother, step sister, step son, step daughter, step mother, step father, step grandparents. With 
regard to all others with whom the employee may have a close relationship, an employee may be 
granted the day of the fimeral off with pay, after receiving the approval of the Human Resources 
Manager, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld. 
Section 2. If an enlployee, while on vacation, should be subject to a death in the family, said 
time shall be computed as per the funeral leave clause and not vacation time. 
ARTICLE X LEAVE FOR CSEA MEETINGS 
Section 1 .  Properly designated members of the Association shall be permitted to attend 
statewide board ofdirector's meetings an/or statewide conventions, without charge to leave time, 
upon the following conditions: 
A. A total of 12 days per year may be used. 
B. Employees attending will be at the discretion of the Hospital Unit. 
C. Such leave will be given only when the absence of the affected employee will not 
interfere with the operation of the employee's department as determined by the 
Department Head. 
ARTICLE XI RETIREMENT 
Section 1. The Facility shall provide the New York State Retirement Plan with coverage under 
the Retirement and Social Security Law, or  s ~ ~ c h  ot er coverage as mandated by New York State 
Retirement and Social Seci~rity Law, Rules and Regulations. 
Section 2. All fidl-time employees are required to join upon employment with the Facility or 
upon change of status to full-time. Part-time employees may but are not required to join the 
Retirement Plan. 
ARTICLE XI1 HEALTH/DENTAL PLAN 
Section 1. The facility shall provide the New York State Health Plan, or a plan providing 
basically equivalent or better coverage, such as Blue Cross Supreme Plan, for all employees who 
qualify under the New York State regulations governing such plan. The facility shall provide the 
CSEA Employee Fund Dental Plan - Family coverage will be effective I /  1/87. Eligibility shall be 
determined by Health Insurance eligibility currently in effect. 
Section 2. All full and part-time employees shall contribute to the cost ofprenliunls for individual 
and family health insurance covercage as follows: 
2004 - 16% (Eff'ective pay period following execution or MOA) 
2005 - 17% 
2006 - 18% 
2007 - 18% 
Section 3. Sewolld or temporary employees whose <anticipated period ofemployment is less th<ur 
six (6) m o n h  are ineligible for covemge. 
Section 4. Employees hired on or after April 1,1975, shall have at least ten (10) years of full-time 
continuous service with the Employer and retire from said Employer to be eligible to continue health 
insurance coverage in retirement. 
Section 5. The Employer has the right to change to a liealth/dental care, prescription drug pl,m 
providing basically equivalent. or better coverage with existing eligbility rules alter a review by the 
LJnion that. does not exceed sixty (60) calendar days. 
Section 6. New employees shall have a waiting period of two (2) months before being eligble lor 
hedtl~dentd insurance. 
ARTICLE XI11 LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR FULL AND PART-TIME 
PERMANENT EMPLOYEES 
Section 1. Leaves of absences without pay may be granted at the employer's discretion to 
enlployees who have a minimum of one (1) year of' service with the facility. 
Section 2. Leaves sh dl not exceed in the case of full-time employees, nine (9) months, and in the 
case 01' p,u-t-time employees, six (6) months. 
Section 3. Benefits will be neither accrued nor lost during an approved leave. Benefits will begin 
to accrue <again on an employee's date of return to work. 
Section 4. IJpon returning to work, the employee will be placed in the same position, or a 
conip,u-able position in the Hospital. The Employer is not required to provide the same location to 
h e  returning employee. The Employer is only required Lo make a reasonable elrort to provide h e  
sane location. If' shift has changed, the shift with the majority of hours previously worked will apply. 
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Section 5. A request for a leave of absence must be submitted to the Humcan Resources Director 
or Ills/her designee at least 30 days prior to the anticipated effective date of the leave of absence except 
lor bona litle emergencies. A request for such leave must be submitted on forins provided for this 
purpose. The employee will be notified of the status of hisher request two weeks in advance of the 
efkctive date of the leave. 
Section 6. A request to return to duty prior to the designated termination date of a leave of 
absence must be submitted at least two weeks prior to the date the employee wishes to return to work. 
The approval or disapproval for early return to work will be given to the employee within two weeks 
of the request submission date. 
Section 7. Beneiits will begin at the ollicial date of return unless specific waiting periods are 
required due to other rules and regulations. 
Section 8. Leaves of absence without. pay are granted under the followiiig conditions: 
A. Maternity - A leave of absence shall be granted for the following conditions: 
1 .  The employee holding a position with the hospital shall submit a written 
request for such leave at least four (4) weeks prior to her anticipated depu-ture 
from the position. The request must include the anticipated departure date 
and the probable duration of the leave. Such leave shall be granted for a 
period of not more th,m nine (9) months. 
2. For any portion of leave of absence, which shall be covered by sick leave 
provisions, a physician statement. must be submitted indicating when the 
eniployee must leave their employment and when their health status perinib 
resumption of duties. 
3. Earned leave credits, i.e., vacation days or personal days may be applied to 
such leave in addition to sick leave credits. 
4. Prior to returning to work fiom a Maternity leave, the employee must present 
a statement lroin a physician atlesting to the employee's recovery a w l  physical 
fitness to perform her duties. 
5. An employee who is pregnant may continue to work as long as her physicix~l 
indicates she may perform her duties. An employee will be eligible to return 
to employment prior to expiration of a leave of absence, provided that her 
physician approves and that it is administratively appropriate. 
B. Education - A leave of absence fbr education purposes that will jointly benefit the 
Iiospital and the employee may be granted by the Administrator or hs/her designee. 
An employee returning from ,an educational leave will be considered fbr placenlent in 
the next available upgraded position for which the individual would be qualified. 
C. Personal Illness - A leave of absence for personal illness of the employee, a ~nember 01
the employee's immediate family (as identified in Article IX), or of members of the 
employee's immediate household may be granted to full-time employees. Such leave 
request may be granted for a period not to exceed six (6) months. 
D. Adoptions - 
(I)  In most cases of legal adoption under Article 7 of the Domestic Relations LAW 
leave for child-rearing purposes shall be gr<mted where h e  adoptive child is 
required LO reside with the adoptive parents for at least six monhs prior to a11 
order of adoption being made. In such cases leave for chdd rearing purposes 
shall be gr[mted for six months commencing from the date the adoptive child 
begns actual full-time residence with the adoptive parents. Additional leave 
lor child-rearing leave shall not exceed a period of one (1) year. 
(2) Leave without pay for child-rearing purposes as provided herein shall be 
available to one of the parents only. Upon commencement of such leave, a1 
enlployee shall be permitted to reduce the period of unpaid leave by ulilizatioi~ 
of appropriate accrued leave credits. Paid sick leave shall not be provided in 
this provision. 
Section 9. Workers' Co~npensation - For those eligible employees whose position is being helcl 
open: 
A. A request to re turn to duty from a compensation case must be submitted in writing to 
the Human Resources Oflice and Department Head with a doctor's certificate 
indicating date of return and my restrictions related to their work responsibilities. 
Department HeadSupervisor will place employee back on schedule as so011 as one 
day or no later th[m two weeks from date of return as determined by physician. 
Individuals replacing employees on compensalion leave will be notified they may have 
as little as one day 01- up to two weeks notice that they will be taken oi'f the schedule or 
placed on ;mother shift, if needed. 
Section 10. A leave of absence with pay may be granted for the following: 
Jury Duty or Court Attendance - On proof of the necessity for ju~y  service or 
a~ending court pursu[mt to subpoena or other order of the court in relation to job 
performance, an employee shall be granted leave of absence by the Humcan Resources 
Director or his/her designee. In the event of jury service by an employee, the 
employee shall receive hislher regular pay reduced by the per diem ~mlount allowed 
lbr jury duty. Mileage reinlbursement is excluded. 
Military Leave - Shall be governed by Slate a id  Federal Laws covering sic1 leaves. 
Section 11. Family and Medical Leave Procedure 
The facility grants employees leave for family or medical reasons as required by the 
Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 ("FMLA). T o  be eligible, an employee nlusl 
have been employed by Lewis County General Hospital for at lea l  twelve (1 2) rnontla 
prior to the leave, ,u~d have worked 1250 hours (an average of approximately 24 hours 
a week) during the twelve (12) month period prior to tile leave. The FMLA mandates 
each employee be entitled to a twelve (12) week leave in any twelve (1 2) month period. 
A J ~  employee is entitled to take leave for one or more of the following circumslances: 
a) the birth of a child of an employee and 10 care for the child. 
b) the placement of a child with an employee for adoption or foster care 
C) lo care lor the spouse, child or parent of an employee, if the family member 
has a serious condition. 
d) an employee is unable to perfom one or more ofthe essential functions ol'he 
employee's position because of the employee's own serious healdl condition. 
The Facility may require an employee lo present his health care provider's certification 
of the employee's serious health condition, and may also require a medical 
certification that the employee is able to return to work. 
An employee is restricted to one (I) leave in ,my twelve (12) month period. 
The leave may be a combination 01' paid (through use of benefit time) or unpaid time 
OH: 
During the leave, the employee is entitled to the same health insurance benefits on the 
sane lernls as if the elnployee had never taken a leave. 
Upon return li-om a f,unily or medical leave, an employee will be relunled to his or 
her previous position, or to an equivalent position. 
Section 12. Employees who are on an approved leave may not perl'orm work Kor my ollicr 
cmployer, unless such employee is on approved military leave or otherwise agreed to by llle Clliel' 
Executive Ollicer 01 the Employer. 
ARTICLE XIV INCREMENTS 
Section 1. Annual Increments 
Each employee shall be entitled to an annual increment up to ~l~axinlum grade in whlch hisher 
posilion is allocated only if the increment is recommended by the Administrator or Ilisher designee. 
, 7  1 he increment can take elfect only on the first day of January. An employee must work six months 
belore he/she is entitled to an increment. 
The increnlents in the sdwy ranges are intended to be not only a 1-ecogrlition for codrmed service, 
but also a reward for merit. 
11' an cnlployee receives an unsatislactory rating mid consequently is not granted an increment step, 
hen  h e  employee will have the right to appeal the unsatisfactory rating. The Appeal Boa-d would be, 
in Iicl, h c  same procedure as followed by Grievance Appeal Board. 
Section 2. New Appointments 
On employnlent dl newly appointed employees will be paid in accordalce to rates on the currenl 
sda-y scale. Considerations shall be given lo previous experience, but in no event shall ;ul employee 
1)c hired above Step 7. Written notikication shall be provided to the Union. 
Probationary period for all employees will l ~ e  8 weeks, but may be extended up to 52 weeks with 
written nolilication to the employee. During that time period, an e~nployee can be lernlinaled lor 
inconlpelency and/or violation ~Fconditions of employnlenl, work rules, policy/procedure wihout h e  
necd lor prog~essive discipline. 
A new employee is ,ul individual hired for the first time or ,m employee changed to a new job 
classilication. 
Section 3. Emplovee Reclassification (Movement to different job classification). 
Wl~cn  a1 enlployee moves to a dillerent job classificalion that e~xlployee will be placed in the step on 
Lhc salary schedule which, in h e  discretion of the Employer, appropriately reflects prior relaled 
cx])erience. 
Section 4. Incremen~s may be granted to all part-time employees who have worked 2,080 hours. 
ARTICLE XV TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS 
Section 1. Temporary limited assignment. to a higher step position. 
7 7 1 he cinployee shall reccive the nlininluin pay rate of the higher step position unless his or her present 
rate ol'pay exceeds such minimum. I11 h e  event the temporary limited assignment is for a period 01' 
three (3) months or more, the employee will be compensated in accordance with Article XIV 
increnlenls. 
Section 2. Temporary assignments due to filling positions fbr leave purposes. 
A. Shall be lor length of leave. 
l3. Sdary will be at rate lor definition of' employment. 
C. Shall receive hinge benefits in accorc1;u~ce with Article 11, Section 8 definition as used 
throughout this agreement, with exception of Article XI11 provision. 
ARTICLE XVI SAVING CLAUSE 
IS any article or section of his <greeinent or any addendum thereto should be held illvalid by 
operation ol'law or by my tribunal, or competen~jurisdiction, or if compli,mce with or enforcement ol' 
any dele or section should be restrained by such tribunal, the remainder 01' this ,agreement and 
atlclentlum sllall not be affected. 
ARTICLE XVII EMPLOYEE TRANSFERS 
Section 1. Whenever a1 employee h-ansfers fi-om full-time to pa-t-time stahs, fringe benekits d l  
be adjusted as follows: 
A. Seniority will be transferred. 
U. All accrued vacation time will be tr'msferred. 
C. Subject to Article VIII, Section 7, dl accrued personal time will be paid. 
D. Total accunlulated sick time hours will be transferred. 
E. Rate of pay will remain the same. 
F. Full time enlployees hlred prior toJuly I,  1990 shdl receive hedth/dentd coverage at 
the contribution level for preJuly 1, 1990 hired employees. 
Section 2. Whenever m y  employee transfers part-time to Iull-time status, hinge bellelits will be 
adjusted as Sollows: 
A. Accrued vacation h e  will be transferred. 
U. Told accumula~ed sick time hours will be transferred. 
C. Seniority will be transferred. 
Section 3. Any employee voluntarily transferring to a per diem position shall mainkin pay rate 
only, however, Eikctive Janua-y 1,2001: 
A. When an employee transfers from lT andlor PT, without a break in service, to per 
diem: 
1. Rale ol'pay will remun the sane. 
2. Seniority hours will be tralsferred (in accordance to Article I11 Seniorily). 
U. W l ~ e ~ l  a former IT or lT employee t raders  Iioin per diem, wihout a break in 
service, to IT <and/or IT: 
1. Rate of pay will remain the s ~ m e .  
2. Seniority hours will be tr,msferred. 
3. Vacation, PL, Holidays, Health/Dental in accordmce to the guidelines of the 
contract. 
Trmsler to a FT/PT position is contingent on a successful bid on a job vacancy. 
C. When an employee who originates as a per diem transfers lrom per diem, without a 
break in service, to FT and/or PT: 
1 .  Rate of pay will remain the same. 
2. Seniority hours/original date of lure as a per diem will be transferred as it 
applies to payment. of health/dental premiums, tilling of vacancies, ant1 
layoH;/recall only. 
ARTICLE XVIII SICK LEAVE 
Section 1. Absence from duty by an employee of the Facility by reason of the employee's o w  
sicluless or disabili~y shall be allowed as provided in this section and not otherwise. Absence fi-om 
duty for such reasons, if duly granted by the Department Head, sh'd be considered and known as "sick 
timc". Sick time will be accrued for all full-time employees, regardless of date of hire, at h e  rate of 
.(I346 per p ;d  hour up to a m~uirnum accrual of 72 hours (the equivalent of nine (9) sick days per 
year). All part-time employees who work more than 36 hours per pay period will earn sick Gine 
prorated 10 the full time equivalent in this section. 
Section 2. Sick time s l d  not be used until a11 employee has completed three (3) ~nonths 01' 
conlinuous service. All employees hired before December 31, 1997 will be allowed to accumula~e a 
maximum of 1440 hours in unused paid sick time. Full-time or p a r t - h e  employees hired dter 
December 3 1,1997 will be allowed to accumulate a maximum of 340 hours in unused paid sick time. 
Section 3. T o  be eligible for sick time pay, an employee who is sick is to reporl (he in~endetl 
absence to 11is/her supervisor no later t l ~ m  two hours prior to the scheduled slxting t h e  and indicate 
tile reason ol'l~is/l~er absence. If the supelvisor is not available h e n  Ihe employee sl~oultl provide tllc 
notiiicaGon to designee. 
Section 4. A physicial's statement verifjing the employee's incapacity to perform the job tlulies 
shall be required upon the request of the Employer in case of: 
a) absence ol'th-ee (3) consecutive work days or more; 
b) sick time taken on day(s) where other paid leave credits or absences Iiave been 
previously requested (and disapproved; 
C) for sick time [,&en iminedialely preceding or following vacatio~l days or holidays; 
(1 sick time t,&en on more than one (1) holiday in a cdendu year on wliich the 
employee is scheduled and required to work 
C) unverilied absence in excess ol'live (5) days (or the equivalent ill hours) in a quarter (3 
month period). 
Section 5. Any employee covered by tlis ag~eenlent lound to have requested paid sick time or has 
bee11 paid sick time as a result ofa fraudulent or false claim for such sick leave pay shdl be subject to 
disciplinary aciioii. 
Section 6. Paid sick leave may not be used in place of scheduled holiday time OK 
Section 7. In [lie event ofresiglatio~~/teriniilatio~l accunlulated and unused sick time slid1 no1 be 
paid. 
Section 8. In addition lo personal illness of the employee, the following types of absence, when 
approved by the Department Mcanager, may be charged ,against accurllulated sick leave credits: 
A. Serious illness in the employee's immediate Canily. This shall mean a crisis or severe 
health emergency (a normal pregnancy does not coilstih~te a serious illness unless 
there are coinplications during the time of delivery as delernlined by the physician). It 
does not include colds, headaches, physical examinations, etc., for wliicli a liunily 
member may remain at home and the employee may have a desire to remain a1 Iiomc 
also. The immediate fmnily shall include g~uldpa-ents, brother, sister, spouse, child, 
motller, fither ol'the employee or spouse. 
13. Persollal visits for doctor or dental appointmenls. Such appoinhlents are lulown in 
advance and notificalion must be provided to the employee's supervisor. Time 
allowed for sucll appointments is based on location of the physician's or dentisl's oflice, 
travel tiine il necessary, ad emergency situations. 
Example: If' an employee has an appointment scheduled for 1 :00 p.m. in Lowville, h e  
time allowed would not be for a total day. Employees should try to make scheduled 
appointillents 10 fit their work schedules. 
Section 9. Sick time will not be paid for any absence that occurs during the last two (2) weeks 01' 
employment prior to termination. Under extreme conditions, the employee may appeal to the 
Hospital Administrator, whose decision shall be lind and binding. 
Section 10. The Hospitd and Union will create a committee to of'fer disability insurance to unit 
employees with the unclerstu~ding any such disability insurance will be p a d  for by the employees and 
1101 the Hospital, Both parties will submit proposals (with CSEA making the find decision) to of'fer 
short-term disability insul-ante coverage to unit employees, who so elect such coverage, and ha t  unit 
employees will pay the full cost of the coverage. The comnlenceinent of this covercage is to occur on 
or besore July 1, 2002 ,and that New York disability insurance currently provided will cease at h a t  
time. 
ARTICLE XIX ADMINISTRATION OF SICK LEAVE AND CALL-INS 
(Effective Date July I,  9009) 
Section 1. It is the policy of Lewis Counly General Hospital to provide sick leave ~.il!l pay for all 











Tlie use or sick leave ancl call-ins will be administered as follows: 
lJnscheduletl absences will be viewed as per occurrence. For exanlple, you h I 1  
downstairs at home ,and ,are out 5 days = one occul-rence. YOU crack your loot11 r u d  
miss your shift = one occurrence. Your child is unexpectedly ill and you miss two clays 
- one occurrence. You become ill at work and cannot complete your shift = one 
occurrence. 
An occurrence is an absence from regularly scheduled work hours, excluding FMLA 
Leave. 
Unscheduled absence occurreuces that exceed four (4) in my rolling 12-month period 
may in the sole discretion of the Hospital subject lhenlselves to progressive discipline. 
Occurrences will be recorded on a rolling 12-month time frame. 
A record of absences will be cleared by one absence ifno absences are recorded lor 90 
days. This does not apply to any absence incentive PI-ogram. 
IS a verifiable illness repeats itself resulting in an absence widin a one (I) month 
period, only one occurrence will be counted. 
In thc cvent ha1 either an einploycc or family member residing with a1 employee is 
Ilospitalized Sor any reason it will no1 be counted as an occurrence. 
Approvcd vacation or personal time is not considered ,an unscheduled absence. An 
employee getting paid a vacation or persond day does no1 conshtute approval under 
this section. The terns and conditions constituting approval for a vacation or persond 
day we covered under Article VI and Article VIII of the collective bxgaining 
agreement. In addition, approved and documented personal visits for doctor or dental 
appointments (as defined in Article XVIII, § 7 B) will not be considered an 
unscheduled absence. 
I. All pro\isions of the current C S U  agreement apply. 
J -  Absences Sor five (5) days or more will require a physician's slatenlent. 
I<. Sick leave may be used for on-the-job injuries only if the worker's coinpensation 
process is Sollowed. 
ARTICLE XX SICK LEAVE INCENTIVE 
(EiTective July 1, eooe) 
As an incentive for bargxining unit members lo further improve attendance and to lurher 
rcduce excessive or unwarranted absenteeism rates arid to continue to foster high standards of 
productivity and accountability <among employees, the facility agrees to grant dl regularly scheduled 
lull-time and part-time employees covered by this agreement annual attendance incentive subject to 
tllc sclietlule below and payable in a regular check in h e  month of August of each year 01' his  
~ag-ee~nent. A rolled back occurrence as described in Article XIX, 5 2(E) will not qualify for this 
incentive. 
The attendance incentive shall be paid in accordance with the following schedule subject to h e  
number 01' paid sick days (or m y  portion thereof of' a day) used during the twelve (12) months 
immediately precedingJuly 1 of eacl~ year: 
Pakl sick days used in the twelve (12) inonths, July 1 -June 30th. 
0 - paid sick days used $250.00 
1 - paid sick day used $175.00 
2 - paid sick days used $100.00 
The Employer will use the following criteria for processing incentive bonuses: 
(1) Payroll calendar basis 
a. Pay datesJuly 3,2003 -June 17,2004 - this represents the calendar datesJune 9, 
2003 t11roughJune 6, 2004). 
b. Pay dales July 1, 2004 -June 30,2005 - this represents the calendar dates June 7, 
2004 tlu-ough June 19, 2005). 
c. Pay datesJuly 14, 2005 -June 29, 2006 - this represents the calendar da~esJune 
20, 2005 tlu-ough June 18, 2006). 
d. Pay dates July 13, 2006 -June 28, 2007 - this represents the calendar datesJune 
19.2006 through June 17,2007). 
(2) Status (IT, PT, Casual) as of June 30"' 
(3) New Hires - employees hised prior to Janucuy 1" would be prorated. New lures incentive 
is based on attendance. 
(4) Any changes to this procedure will 1101 bar the employer from recove~illg monies clue as a 
result of changing horn a payroll basis to a cdendar basis. 
ARTICLE XXI SUBSTANCE ABUSE POLICY 
The Facility aid the C S M  mainlain a lirm, joint commihnent to provide a safe and healthy 
work c~lviro~mlent tor the facility's einployees, and to deliver services to our patients in a safe and 
conscicnlious manner. In order to Further tlus responsibili~y, the Facility has instituted a policy to 
aclldress the r~sk  of subshnce abuse at our facility and to m,&e certain that our Iigh quality of service is 
nlaintainecl. While we are not awa e of widespread drug or alcohol abuse at the Facility, it would bc 
naive to assume thal no such problems exist. 
The substance abuse policy is as follows: 
1 .  An employee who 1-eports for work in an impaired condition or becomes intoxicated 
while on duty, as a result ol'the use of illicit or illegal drugs, or due to the consumption 
of alcol~ol, shall be subject to discipline, up LO and iilcluding discharge. 
2. An einployee who, while at h e  workplace, is engaged ill the use, sale, or possession 01' 
narcotics, illicit or illegal drugs, or controlled substances, or h e  possessiou or use of 
intoxicmts shall be subject to discipline, up to and including discharge. 
3. An employee who engages in off-the-job use of illegal drugs or alcol~ol, which results in 
inlpaired work pel-~OI-inance, shall be subject to appropriate discipline, iilcluding 
dischxge. 
4. It shall be the responsibility of each employee who observes another employee in a 
condition wlliclr impairs his or her ability to perform his or herjob duties, or poses a 
h a x d  to the safety and welfhre of others, to promptly report the incident to his or her 
immediate supervisor. 
5 .  Employees must report the use of ,my medically prescribed, authorized dl-ug, wlich 
may inlpair work perfbmlancc, to such employee's immediate supervisor, and must 
provide proper writtell rnedicd authorization From physiciw, documenting such 
employee's ability to perform l is  or her job function while under the influence of 
medically authorized and prescribed drugs. 
0;. Where there is reasonable suspicion, at the discretion of the Facility employee lockers 
may be searched. Any employee found to have illicit or illegal drugs, drug 
parapherilalia, or dcoholic bever'ages in hisher locker will be subject to appropriale 
tliscipline up to and including discharge. 
7. Whenever the Facility has a reasonable suspicion that an employee is using illicit or 
illegal drugs or using legal drugs illegally, or using other intoxicarits while at the 
workplace, or is engaged in at-home use which impairs workplace perfornmnce, the 
Facility reserves the right to require the employee to submit lo breath, blood, ;uld/or 
urine test. 
Reasonable suspicion is defined as having suf'ficient knowledge to induce an ordinarily 
prudent and cautious person to act under die circunlstmces. 
When a supervisor reasonably suspects <an employee is impaired, tlie supervisor must 
contact the Chief Executive Ofiicer or the Administrato~ 's desigme. It is his person's 
responsibility to initiate die inveshgaljon ol'tlie allegation. Tlie authorized investigator 
 nus st personally observe the employee's behavior to verify the suspicion. If tlie 
il~vestigator believes there is sufficient evidence for a test, his/lier observations must be 
recorded on a form designated for the purpose. 
Once it is determined a test is appropriate; the employee shall l~ave access lo union 
represent a ti on. 
During [lie testing process, the employee will produce tllree samples. Tlie employee is 
given one of h e  three samples and should keep it until tlie matter is resolved. 
ReSusal LO sign the test consent form shall be grounds for discipline, up to aic l  
including discharge. Refusal to submit to such a test shall be grou~lds for hscipline, up 
lo and including discharge. Positive test results shall be cause for discipline, up to mcl 
including discharge. 
When a drug dependency or alcohol problem has been identikied, the Facilily shall 
assist the eniployee in meeting emploj~ee's responsibility to correct or alleviate the 
proble~n using the services of those agencies capable of providing the best rehabilitative 
assistance. Resource inSol-mation and referral agencies lor all enlployees who need 
assistance with their health problems will be provided by the Facility. If'ai employee 
reluses or does not attempt to correct this health problem, the employee shall be 
subject to disciplimry action, up to and including discharge. Employee deper~dencc 
problems that maiifesl themselves in alcohol or drug use on the Facility prcmises or 
oSf premises use which impacts upon behavior at the Facility, shall subject that 
employee to discip1i1w-y action, up to and including discharge. In all circumstances, 
the sdety and welfare or the patients/~-esicle~~ts, thew families, visitors and other 
enlployees shall be of lirst priority. 
8. The phase "inlpairs work performance" shall include excessive tardiness or 
absenteeism, dramatic change in work perfor~nance or personality, or physical state, 
etc. (i.c., staggering, slurred speech, impaired coordination, smell of alcohol on brealh 
elc.). 
9. Confidentiality of testing and test results shall be maintained. 
Tlie Facility nmaintains the right to monitor an employee's attempts to correct a 
dependence problem, including receiving reports from therapists and counselors, and 
lollow-up testing if deemed necessay to detect conlplialce with this policy. 
The Human Resources Director or his/her designee shall be responsible lo r  
ilnplementing a id  enforcing this policy. The Facility earnestly solicits the 
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understanding and cooperation of all employees in implementing h i s  policy. 
Questions should be directed to the Human Resources Director with assurance that 
inquiries will be kept confidential. 
ARTICLE XXII SCHEDULING/PAY PERIODS 
Section 1. Work schedule will be posted, whenever possible, at least two weeks in advance. Pay 
pcriotl is Monday through the 2nd Sunday. Eniployees must verify previous period's time sheet and 
submit to their Depuhnent Head on the Monday starting the pay period. 
Section 2. Paj~days will be every other Thursday. 
Section 3. Nonndly, einployees will be scheduled in the following order ol' priorily: Full-time, 
Part-time, ax1 Casud/Per Diem 
Section 4. An employee may be allowed to ch,ulge time schetlulecl provided the employee 
a-ranges suitable coverage for Iumself, notifies, and receives permission I1-om hs/her deparhent. head. 
Section 5. However, nothing in the foregoing shall preclude the right of the department head to 
scheclule work hours in addition to nonnal schedule. In the event of emergency situations or where 
t l~e work load becomes unduly heavy provided, however, that employees required to work such 
additional hours will I)e given a week's notice whenever possible and a-e compensated for such 
atldi~ional ~ ime  as provided for under the existing regulations of his  contract. 
Section 6. Compensatory h i e  will be gr,mted fbr nxmdated In-service held on ofl-duly time; 
however, inust be {.&en in the pay period in which it was earned or in the following pay period. 
Section 7. 
A. For all tlcpwtments, except those listed in item (b) below, the lollowing process will be 
followed: 
The number of shdts, starting aud ending time of shifts, aid lengths of shifts may be 
changed from time to time on a hcility-wide or department-wide basis by the facilily. 
In the event of such changes, the facility will provide the union president with tllirly 
(30) days written notice. Any such change will be implemented only dter reasonable 
negotialions and agreement between the facility and CSEA regxding the proposed 
changes. 
l3. For Physical 'l'hei-apy, Adrritting/Registratio~~, Cardiopulmonary Selvices, 
Clinics, Radiology, Occupational Meclicine and Ambulatory Surgery the process will 
be as follows: 
1. The facility will provide the union president or  designee with Ibrty-live (11.5) 
days written and verbal notice and an outline of the change. At the onsct of 
the 101 ty-five (45) days written notice period there will be a two (2) week period 
in wllich C S U  c,m demand and conduct negotiations. Alier the two (2) week 
period had expired no negotiations and/or c~-eenlent  with the CSEA unit is 
required. 
2. Each individual of the department will be contacted as to whether he or she 
has a preference as to shift assignmenl. 
3. The lkcility will use departmental seniority in assigning employees to any new 
shift.. 
4. Subdivision (B) does not apply to a change in the length of shilt. 
Section 8. Mandatorv Overtime. 
A. There may be times when due to unusual circumstances, mandatory overtime is 
instituted by Facility Administration, or by a particular Department. Any Deparlnlent 
that anticipates a need to schedule overtime will construct and maintain a voluntwy 
roster of interested enlployees. Qualiiied employees ]nay volun~eer for overtime in 
work areas other thm their own, and may be assigned at the discretion ol' 
managemenl. Enlployees will be assigned LO voluntwy overtiine on the basis 01' 
seniority. In inst,ulces where a Department's need lor overtime stalling is not met by 
use of the volunta-y sysLeln referred to above, a mandatoly overtime roster will be 
constructed and maintained. The initial mandatory list shall be in order of reverse 
seniority (i.e. least senior employee will appear at the top of the list). 
Therefore, elnployees will rotate through the list. In the event an employee is on leave 
when his 01- lier turn 011 the mandatory list is reached, the employee will be required to 
Sulfill Ills or her m,mdatoly overtime obligation as soon as the overtinle is needed dier 
the employee returns to work. 
Overtime lists will be maintained by job Me. Both full-time, part-time and casud 
employees will be allowed to volunteer lor the voluntary list, and shall be included on 
the imndatory list. 
If an employee works overtinie on a vo1u1rt~u-y basis, then the einployee will not be 
required to fulfill a maldatory overtime obligation widlin twenty-four (24) hours of the 
stwting time of tllc voluntarily worked overtime. 
For purposes ol'overtilne lists, the li>llowing shall constitute Departments, as refen-ed to above: 
8741 - Infection Control 
8460 - Central Supply 
86 18 - ClinicslPl~ysici~ul Offices 
661 1 - SNF Nursing 
7572 - Activities 
6910 - Adult Day Care 
8350 - Social Seivices 
72 10 - Laboratory 
7320 - Radiology 
7420 - Respiratory 
75 10 - Physical Therapy 
7530 - Occupational Therapy 
7550 - Speech 'Therapy 
8470 - Pharnlacy 
7290 - EKG 
8310 - Dietary 
8330 - Lmen Seivices 
8412 - Plant Maintenance 
8450 - Housekeeping 
8510 - General Accounting 
8521 - Patient Accounting 
8621 - Data Processing 
8624 - Communica~ions 
8690 - Purchasing 
87 10 - iMedical Records 
8740 - Patient Care Review 
8751 - Std1' Developinent 
For purposes of overtime lists, the following units shall be treated as one Depahnent: 
60 10 - M/S Nursing 
6250 - Obstetrics 
6410 - ICU 
67 10 - Einergency Room 
7040 - Surgery/Recovery/Anlbulatory 
Eff'ective July 1 ,  2002 
13. Policy/Pl-ocedure: There are instances when employees may be required to work pas1 
their scheduled work hours. In order to distribute th~s  requirement, in an equitable 
manner the following policy and procedure has been established. 
1. All staff will be required to work ~nandatoiy overtime. This includes full-time, 
part-time and casual employees. 
2. If a stdfing shortage occurs, the first attempt will be to stall' by voluntary 
overtime from available stafl'oft'duty, then by in-house stdf. Avolunteer that 
is off duty will be exempt from doing mandatory overlime Sor 24 hours from 
die start of the volunteered time. Anyone in-house or oll'duty who volunteers 
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to work overtime will autoinatically be bunlped to the bottonl of thc 
mandatory list. In the absence of a volunteer, it will be necessary to go lo the 
inandalory list. 
IP the Hospital/RHCF has received adequate notice lhal maltlatory overtime 
will be required the first person on the mandatory overthe list will be notilied 
a1 least two (2) hours before the mculdatory overtime is assigned. Employees 
who Pail to give adequate notice shall be subjecl to the progressive disciplinary 
process. If the employer has not received adequate notice then it will nolily 
the employee as soon as possible. 
Every employee who may be required to work mmdalory overtime will be 
dlowed one refusal 10 work mandatory overtime per calendar year. This 
refusal sl~all exempt the employee rrom the progressive discipline process. 
When an employee chooses to use h s  one-time exemption to refuse to work 
mandatory overtime, he/she shall remain in the sane  position on the 
m,uldatory overtinle list. In the event that dl employees choose to use heir 
one-time exemption to refuse to work mandatory overtinle on the same clay 
and slift, the least senior on the list for that shili shall be required to work. 
Any employee who volunteers to fill an opening (a hole) in a posted scheclule 
will be moved to the boltom of the mandatory overtime list & he/she works 
(he volunteered shift. 
The nlmdatory overtime list for CNA's and LPN's will be posted on each unit. 
person at the top of the list will be mcandated to stay in h e  absence ol' 
volunteers. 
0 1 1  off shifts, the supervisors will have a copy. Il'a st ,ahg shortcage occurs the 
Anyone who works any part of a mculdatory shift will move lo the bottom 01' 
the list. For example, iI'lhey come in early to help cover the mandated shili, it 
will cou~it for their inandatory. 
When possible, enlployees will be assigned on their 1101-ind iloor. The 
employee will be expected to work on other floors if needed. 
Einployees who work mandatory overtime will receive a compliinentary meal 
ticket. 
Once a new employee completes orientation, the einployee will be qudilietl 
and expected to do mandatory overtime, which will be explained to hein 
during initial interview with Head Nurses and also clui-ing orientation. 
In cases when an employee refuses to t<&e hisher tu1-n ibr mandator 
overlime, progxssive discipline will be done in accordance with h e  
Policies and the C S U  Contract. 
12. All stafl'is encouraged 10 review the Mandatory Overtime Lst regu1,uly ant1 
volunteer for overtime lo avoid as many inconveniences as possible. A 
volunteer sign up sheet shall be posled on each floor to coincide with current 
pay period. Employees will be able to select the date and time he/she is 
available. 
011  oll'sliilts, the supervisors will: 
1. Ask dl available staff on duty il' they would like to volunteer lor a ma~dalecl 
sluft. In the absence ofa  volunteer, go to the Mandatory List. 
2. The supe~visors, at their discretion, may make s t d  switches that allow die 
employee to stay on their own floor. 
3. Make every attempt to find a replacement lo mininiize the amount of time 
woiked by the s t d  person doing mandato~y overtime. Remind stdr that 
lielping to cover a mandated shift will move them to the bottom of the list. 
4. Communicate the need lor Progressive Discipline LO the employee and the 
Nurse Mamager if the employee feels they are unable to stay for any reason. 
The employee that refuses to do m,uldato~y overtime will remain at the top 01' 
the list. 
ARTICLE XXIII COMPENSATION 
Section 1. All e~nployees hall be eligible for a wage increase as Sollows: 
A. Eflective J~uluary 5, 2004: 3% 
r 7 1 lie wage increases set forth above shall be in addition to any increase an employee may be entitled to 
under Article XIV. 
Section 2. All employees to be paid overtime in accordance with their stipulated work schedule 
(8/4O, 8/80, 10/80, 12/40). Overtime hours shall be calculated based on hours worked, plus vacation 
Iiours. "Couipensatoi-y Time" may be utilized with prior approval of the hospital adn~inistrator or 
Iiis/her designee. 
Section 3. All personnel subjecl to call duty will be paid at the rate of $2.87 per hour. Elkctive, 
January 2005, on-call pay will be paid at $2.94 per hour; Januay 2006 $3.01 per hour and January, 
2007 $3.08 per hour. Hourly employees will be paid one and one-hall'tiines their regular llourly rate 
Sol- hours actually worked during call period whether or not the full workweek has been lultilled. Thc 
call rate does not apply to hours actually worked during call periods whether or  not the lull workweek 
has been Sullilled. 
Section 4. Payment 01' $20 for each major or minor case will be granted to persons called in on 
11ours oll'lor second~uy operating room call where not being reimbursed lor call Lime. These amounts 
will bc paid in addition to tlie regular rate ol'pay for die persons involved. 
Section 5. Employees shall be paid prenlium pay (time ,and one-qua-lei- or $1.00 per hour 
whichever is greater), for all hours worked on a Sunday. This section shall in no way diminish the 
ellkcts ol'Sectioil2 of his  contract. Employees assigned to ambulance duty shall be compensated to an 
adclidond 50% o l  their regular hourly rate. 
Section 6. Mileage shall be paid at the IRS rate to be a~nended in accoi-clai~ce with efkctive dates 
as cs~ablishecl by Federal Law. 
Section 7. A designated charge person shall receive a differential oof $1.28 per hour. Elfective 
.January 2005 charge differential will be paid at $1.31 per hour; Jcmuary 2006 $1.34 per hour and 
J;uluary 2007 $1.37 per hour. The rules that apply to charge desigmtion arc set forth below: 
CHARGE DESIGNATION 
H O S P I T m .  
WORK AREkS 
#GO1 0 (Mecl/Surg) 
#6%0 (Maternity) 
#b'illO (ICI I) 
#67 10 (ER) 
#7040 (OR) 
#7050 (Ambulatory) 
RESIDENTIAL HEALTH CARE FACILITY (RHCF): 
WORK AREAS 
#6614 (4"' Floor) 
#66l:! (3"' 17100s) 
#6653 (2"" Floor) 
#662:! ( I "  Floor) 
111 tlie abovc two categories (Hospital a l d  RHCF), there will be one charge designation per sllilt per 
work area, as designated by Department Manager or designee. 
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ALL OTHER WORK AREAS 
. For ;dl other work areas 1101 listed above, charge designation will be on an as needed basis as 
designated in writing by Department Mamager or designee. 
Section 8. Shift differential shall be calculated as follows, per hour: 
Pap for sldi dillerential shall be determined according to where the majority of hours fd1. he.: 12- 
hour shilt 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. - no shil't differential; 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. - shili difirential) lor 
'life of contract: 
El lectivc 1/5/04 1/1/05 1/1/06 1/1/07 
Evening (3 p.m.-1 1 p.m.) 1.28 1.31 1.34 1.37 
Night (1 1 p .1~.  - 7 am.) 1.54 1.58 1.62 1.66 
In tllc event a unit employee is called into work or held over tbr at least two hours and those hours fall 
within a shift difTerential time period, h e n  said employee shall receive the shift differential for those 
hours. 
ARTICLE XXIV FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNT 
Employer will offer flexible spending accounts (FSA) effective fbr 2005. Tllis includes bolh 
Iledlh care and dependent care accounts. 
ARTICLE XXV STATUTORY LIMITATIONS 
It is ag~eed by and between the parties hat  my provision ol.lllis ageement requiring legislative action 
to pennit its implementation by amendment of law by providing h e  additional Punds therefore, shall not 
become ellective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval. 
This agl-eement shall become el'f'ective Januay 1, 2001, unless otherwise stated herein, mtl  shall 
I-emain in ellect through December 31,2003. 
ARTICLE XXVI EMPLOYEE INFORMATION 
On tllc ellective date of Agreement, he  Employer shall supply to the Civil Sei-vice Employees 
Associadon, Inc. 01- its authorized representative a list of all employees in h e  bargaining unit showing the 
employees' full name, home address, social security number, item number, job title, work location, 
membership status, insurance deduction and first date of employment. Such information shall heredter be 
provided as requested. 
Thc Einployer shall supply to C S M ,  Inc. or its authorized representative on a monlhly basis the 
name, item nu~nber and work locatioii and date of hire of all new employees. In addition, the Employer 
shall supply a listing of e~nployees who terminate their employment showing the iten1 number and work 
location. 
ARTICLE XXVII EMPLOYEE SIGNATURES 
All einployee perl~rmmce appraisals, discussions, and reprim,mds ]nust be signed by the employee 
lo indicale receipt of such communication. 
ARTICLE XXVIII NOT-FOR-PROFIT AGREEMENT 
The Employer agrees to rrleet with and confer with C S M  prior to entering into m y  not-for-prolit 
,ag~eemeiil. 
ARTICLE XXIX 
All benetits ant1 rights heretofore provided by work rules and regulations, resolutions or present 
policies and not specilicdly provided hereunder shall continue in effect. 
ARTICLE XXX 
For Lewis County: For the Civil Service Employees Association, 
Ch;Lirperson, Lewis County Board of Legislators 
President, Hospital Bo<at-d or M,ul,age~-s 
A 
Chiel' Esecutive O k e r  
Rircctor of' Hunlm Resources 
Clinical Services Coordirlatoi- 
Nursing Home Administrator 
Inc. Local 1000 AFSCMWAFLCIO: 
~ h o l h a s  Dupee I 




~ e m m i i  Kubinski . 
Account Clerk 













Clerkward Clerk 2004 
Hospital Cashier 2005 
MR ClerkIADC Assistant 2006 
2007 
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C.T. Technologist 2003 
For June 2004 Cal J 2004 
C lTC 0 1105-06/06 2004 




























































Food Service Helper 
Head Nurse 01105-06106 2004 




Leisure Time Act Aide 
LPNIClinic LPN 
Lab Technician Trainee 








Nursing Assistant 2004 
Certified Nursing Assistant 2005 
Orderly 2006 
2007 
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Physical Therapy Aide 2004 
Occupational Therapy Aide 2005 
2006 
2007 
Radiologic Technologist 2003 
For June 2004 J 2004 
Cal 
Radiology Tech 0 1105-06/06 2004 




Respiratory Therapist II 
Registered Dietician 
Senior Typist 2004 
Physician Office Assistant 2005 









































oocial Worker Assistant 
Sr Food Service Helper 








Occ Medicine Test Assistant 
01 105-06106 
06107-1 1107 











































Utilization Review Screener (RN) 2004 
QA Audit Specialist (RN) 
Infection Control Nurse (RN) 
Discharge Planner (RN) 
Van Driver 
Clinical Coordinator 
Technical Support Specialist 
























The employer may increase the wage scales where necessary to maintain a competitive 
position. The employer will submit the new salary schedules to CSEA. Any issues by CSEA 
pertaining to implementation, must be submitted in writing within seven calendar days. 















































Medical Records Technician 
Registered Professional Nurse 
Nursing Assistant 
Registered Professional Nurse 
Registered Professional Nurse 
Food Service Helper 
Food Service Helper 
Data Entry Machine Operator 
Registered Professional Nurse 
Medical Records Technician 
A d ~ d t  Day Care Assistant 
Medical Transcriptionist 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Licensed Practical Niu-se 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Medical Records Clerk 
Registered Professional Nurse 
Registered Professional Nurse 
Medical Laboratory Tech 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Registered Professional Nurse 
Nursing Assistant 
Nursing Assistant 
Registered Professional Nurse 
Clerk 
Food Service Helper 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Medical Records Technician 
Nursing Assistant 
Registered Professional Nurse 
His tology Technician 
Nursing Assistant 
Food Service Helper 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Groundskeeper 
Nursing Assistant 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Typist 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Dietetic Technician 
Food Service Helper 
Registered Professional Nurse 







Licensed Practical Nurse 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Licensed Practical Nurse 
Food Service Helper 
Medical Laboratory Tech 
APPENDIX C 
LEWIS COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL 
RESIDENTIAL HEALTH CARE FACILITY 
Employee's Perforn~ance Appraisal: Commendation Discussion 
Reprimand 
This report is to be used at any time by supervisory personnel to bring to the attention of 
administration any significant factors in employee's performance. 
If an employee is doing an unusually good job or makes a contribution ofeffort not required 
of him this sho~dd be reported so that it can be part of his record. 
Also if an employee is failing to perform his job properly or requires disciplinary action for 
any reason this fact should be reported. 
PLEASE FILL OUT IN DUPLICATE. ORIGINAL IS T O  BE FORWARDED T O  T H E  
PERSONNEL OFFICE. T H E  COPY IS FOR T H E  EMPLOYEE. 




Signatures (Employee's signature denotes only receipt of a copy of this report) 
Employee Supervisory Person-Title 
APPENDIX D 
PROVIDING FOR LONGEVITY BENEFITS FOR FULL-TIME COUNTY EMPLOYEE 
Section 1. That  all f~~ll-time employees of the county of Lewis, including the Lewis County 
General Hospital, with the exception of the elected officers and s ~ ~ h  other employees with titles 
listed as the unclassified group on the County Compensation Plan, who have rendered fill]-time 
service and have been compensated for filll-time and uninterrupted service for the county oflewis, 
shall in addition to the reg~dar  compensation sched~de, be entitled to an additional increment or 
increments of 208.00 annually effective on the first day of the fiscal year following the completion 
of 10, 15,20, 25,30 and 3Stl1 year ofservice. Ifan employee has worked filll-time contin~lo~ls for at 
least the last six months of his/her first year, it shall be deemed for the purposes of this section as 
one complete year. 
Section a. That such service for each employee shall be determined and certified as correct by the 
County Treas~lrer form the individual payroll records in his/her offke or by such other means as 
may be directed by the Board of Legislators. 
Section 3. That the total of such increment or increments as determined by the above process 
shall be divided by the number of the employee's normal annual payroll hours and be included in 
his/her gross salary for s~lch o~lrs worked in each normal payroll period. 
Section 4. That overtime payments, if allowed, or extra duty payment, if allowed, shall be 
coinp~lted on the regular compensation schedule and shall include the special longevity increments. 
Section 5. That vacation time, sick leave time, leaves ofabsences without pay, granted according 
to the compensation plan of the co~lnty division involved or granted by action of the Board of 
Legislators, or other applicable laws, rules and 1-eg~llations, hall not be considered as interrupted 
service or as ~lncompensated service for the purpose of this section. 
Section 6. That if any employee is listed and compensated as part-time in one department and also 
part-time in another department but he combined part-time service constitutes what wo~dd be a 
f~dl-time position, he/she shall be considered filll-time for the purposes of this section. 
Section 7. That each department, with the exception of the Highway with respect to the hourly 
employees, in conjunction with service record information obtained fi-om the County Treas~lrer's 
Office, shall insert in their budget request each year, listed under Personal Service, longevity 
award, the amount necessary to finance the expenditure chargeable to their department. The 
county Highway Superintendent in regard to ho~lrly highway employees shall include in the 
various divisions of his bctdget a total mo~lnt for personal services to include the required special 
longevity. 
Section 8. That  the County Treasurer shall annually file in the office of the Clerk of the Board of 
Legislators a list of employees who qualify for special longevity and their years of completed 
service. 
Section 9. That  this longevity benefit shall be effective Jan~lary 1, 1988 and incl~lded in the payroll 
beginning nearest to January lSt hereafter. 
Section 10. That  if the beginning of the pay period before and the beginning of the pay period 
after any given January 1" date shall be equal, then the longevity compensation shall be computed 
on the earliest of the two dates. 
APPENDIX E 
Twelve (12) Hour Shifts*: 
Employees who are regularly scheduled to work twelve (12) hour shifts shall receive an 
additional .50 per hour effective November 4, 1998, an additional .25 per hour effective 
January 1, 1999 and additional .25 per hour on January 1, 2000, based on 72 hour pay 
period. Those employees will be paid the FLSA overtime rate after exceeding $0 hours of 
work in a workweek. 
'This only applies to employees who were regularly scheduled thirteen (13) hour shifts 
effective January 2, 1995. 






























GENERAL WORK RULES 
Employees must be ready and able for work at their appointed areas at the 
designated time for that position. 
Employees must notify their supervisors or designees in the event of an absence as 
provided in the contract. 
No employee is to leave h idher  designated job responsibility without permission of 
the supervisor or designee of the supervisor. 
All accidents, regardless of severity, must be reported at once to the employee's 
supervisor or the designee of the supervisor and the necessary reports made. 
Smoking is not permitted on the job. (Designated smoking areas are available for 
breaks). 
Continued failure to do assigned work details as provided by job descriptions or 
other work orders will be considered as incompetence. 
Extended lunch hours, extended and too fi-equent coffee breaks, etc., will be 
considered as violations of the work rules and subject to disciplinary action. 
Only those holidays listed in the contract will be observed. 
Inservice attendance is required of employees on all programs listed as mandatory. 
Unexcused absence will be considered as insubordination. 
Designated dress and appearance for appropriate work areas in the hospital shall be 
adhered to. 
Employees must follow the hospital regulations concerning infection control 
policies. 
Employees will not change shifts or designated hours without prior approval ofthe 
supervisor or supervisor's designee. 
Employees must hold in strictest confidence information concerning patients and 
hospital business. Such information may not be released to ~mauthorized sources. 
All employees will report absences to their Department Heads/supervisors no later 
than two hours before scheduled starting time. Some departments may require 
more notice, depending on the nature of shift and department. The  time will be 
known to the individual as a condition ofhire or when employee assumes new shift. 
Exceptions can be made by the Hospital Administrator and/or designee. 
15. The following offenses shall be considered cause for dismissal: 
A. Bringing in, possessing, providing, selling or using, reporting for work or 
being under the influence of illegal drugs during work time 01- on hospital 
property. 
B. Bringing intoxicants into the hospital or hospital property. 
C. Drinking intoxicants on hospital property. 
D. Reporting for work or duty while under the influence of alcohol. 
E. Falsifying any time or work records. 
F. Dishonesty. 
G. Sleeping while on duty. 
H. Bringing firearms on or into hospital property without proper authorization. 
I. Incompetence (continued unsatisfactory job evaluations), 
J. Insubordination. 
K. Physical and verbal abuse of patient/resident. 
16. Solicitation for gifts or donations by employees is strictly prohibited. 
The  items listed herein may be added to or deleted as circumstances warrant. 
Letter of Understanding 
Between 
The County of Lewis 
And 
The Lewis County General Hospital Local of 
The Civil Service Employees Association, Inc. 
This letter of understanding modifies the collective bargaining agreement between the parties 
dated January 1,2001 to December 3 1,2003. 
Effective November 6, 2002, when employees have been assigned additional duties by the 
Director of Facilities Maintenance to coordinate and schedule contractor(s) activities to facilitate 
progress and minimize disruption to the facility's normal operations during construction projects 
over $50,000, those employees will be compensated at their normal hourly rate plus $1.00. This 
differential only applies during the construction project. 
For Lewis County: For the Civil Service Employees 
Association, Inc. Local 1000 
AFSCMEIAFL-CIO: 
S1 Mark J. Rappaport 11/13/02 S/ Frank Antonucci 1 1/7/02 
Mark J. Rappaport Date Frank Antonucci Date 
Chief Executive Officer CSEA Field Representative 
S/ Tirnothv J. R van, Jr. 1 1 /6/02 S/ Sue Ross 1 1 /7/02 
Timothy J. Ryan, Jr. Date Sue Ross Date 
Director of Human Resources Unit President 
